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Abstract
The FE-code STRIPE was during CAP-I 2008 used to
efficiently and reliably solve ultra-large structures and
materials problems having of the order a billion degrees
of freedom on the IBM Power P6-system DaVinci.
Problems of this size can not be solved on the NAVO/
Babbage system due to memory requirements or on the
AFRL/Hawk system due to long execution wall-time
requirements. STRIPE performance on the DaVinci and
Babbage systems was compared and a speedup by a
factor 4-6 in wall-time on the largest problems solvable
on Babbage was observed. This significant increase in
computational performance is due to a STRIPE code
rewrite, a new FEM-approach and due to the superior
CPu- and IO-performance of the DaVinci system relative
to Babbage.
The present paper describes the various techniques
adopted during CAP-I on DaVinci to achieve high
system scalability when solving, in short time, the
world’s largest strength of materials problem related to
aircraft maintenance and design. Support from major
software vendors IBM, MSRC’s support specialists as
well as I/O specialists at ParaTools (as a part of the PETprogram) have contributed to the successful CAP-I
activities described herein.

1. Introduction

The requirement to solve GDoF (109 DoF) finite element
meshes is a result of trying to assess the residual strength
of large aero-structures like the C-130 center wing box
1

(CWB) as reported in . Residual strength is simply the
maximum load carrying capability of a structure with a
given damage condition. The structural integrity of the
C-130 CWB has been under investigation for quite some
time

2,3

.

In order to obtain reliable solutions, the contact problems
at riveted connections, multiple interacting fatigue
cracks, corrosion damage, etc. must be considered in the
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large structural parts analyzed. Thus, statistical fatigue
analysis is a necessity. STRIPE uses a multi-scale
1

scheme (Figure 1) developed for this purpose (see for
details).

Figure 1 Principle system setup for multi-scale analysis
of statistical fatigue crack growth in C130 central wing
box
In order to effectively use this scheme, the equation
solver must efficiently handle many right hand sides for
very large problems on level V (Figure 1). Although
iterative solvers are superior if the ill-conditioning and
load balancing problems can be solved, which is an open
question for problems of this size, direct solvers are
preferred when solving problems with hundred of
thousands of right hand sides. Very large meshes of a C130 CWB resulting in problems of GDoF-size have been
created at the USAF Academy’s Center for Aircraft
Structural Life Extension (CAStLE).
The objective with the CAP-I activity on DaVinci the
fall 2008 was to try demonstrate that GDOF-problems
characteristic for level V can be reliably solved in short
time on DaVinci. In a planned CAP-II activity the full
system (Figure 1) should be executed.

•

2. A Direct Solver for Solution of GDoF
Problems

•

2.1 Domain Decomposition
The hp-version of the finite element method is used in
STRIPE which leads to very large systems of algebraic
equations, i.e. of order billions of degrees of freedom for
the present problem type. A domain decomposition
approach is used in STRIPE for solution of the resulting
large system where non-iterative techniques are used on
each analysis level including the top level. The basic
method used hence is the classical sub-structuring
technique (i.e. computation of the Schur complement in
mathematical notation). The system of algebraic
equations to solve numerous times on each analysis level
(except the top level) can then be written:

⎡A
⎢BT
⎣

B ⎤ ⎧ xi ⎫ ⎧ Fi ⎫
⎨ ⎬=⎨ ⎬
C ⎥⎦ ⎩ xb ⎭ ⎩ Fb ⎭

(1)

And

•

The boundary degrees of freedom {xb } are obtained

from (2) and the internal degrees of freedom {xi } from
(3).
The main computational steps, to reach the top level in
the analysis scheme, for each level and for each domain
are,
•

Assembly of domains from the analysis level
below, i.e.
o finite element stiffness matrices at
lowest level, or,
o domain stiffness matrices (eq. (4)) at
higher levels

[ ] [ ]
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in order to form matrices A , B and C
on
•
•

actual level, respectively
Factorize the A -matrix

[

[ ]

−1

]

[ ]

Calculate A ⋅ B using the factorised A matrix

⋅ A −1 ⋅ B ]

(4)

Create the so called domain load vector

{Fb } − [B T ⋅ A−1 ]{Fi }

(5)

To obtain good scalability, the subdivision of the domain
into sub-domains must

•

(3)

T

The time needed to trace the solution once the top level
solution is known is much shorter than the time needed
to reach the top level. Hence, we will in the following for
simplicity report only the wall times needed to reach, and
analyze the top level.

[C − BT ⋅ A−1 ⋅ B]{xb } = {Fb } − [BT ⋅ A−1 ]{Fi } (2)

{xi } = [A−1 ]⋅ ({Fi } − [B] ⋅ {xb })

[C − B

If the memory is large enough, the five main
computational steps are computed sequentially without
writing any data to disk. If memory is insufficient for
this, temporary data is written to disk which might create
an enormous I/O bottleneck which precludes scalability
to large systems.

•

Or,

Create the so called domain stiffness matrix

Minimise the total number of floating point
operations required
Equally distribute the computational load over
the hardware system used
Consider memory limitations on distributed
memory systems like NAVO/DaVinci
1

Previously , an automated bottom-up approach was used
to define the domains on all levels. In the first step the
finite element mesh is divided into a large number of
element groups containing typically 30-40 finite
elements in case of stiffened shell structures. The process
is repeated on level after level until only one level
remains, the top level. Typically 3-12 levels are used
for problems ranging from MDoFs to GDoFs in size. The
load balancing algorithm is iterative. The measure of the
computational work in the load balancing algorithm is
the number of floating point operations which can be
calculated exactly since a direct solution technique is
used. Ideally the amount of I/O needed, the system queue
priority setting etc on the different levels should be
considered too when optimizing the load balancing.
The physical interpretation of (1) is a substructure with
internal FEM-nodes and boundary FEM-nodes. Figure 2
shows a principal sketch of the different steps in an
accurate analysis of a fuselage part built up of about one
million finite elements. There are in all 9 analysis levels.
On the lowest level equation systems of the type (1) is
created 25900 times from which the domain stiffness (4)
and the domain loads (5) are created. The process is
repeated on level after level until the top level (no 9 in
this example) is reached.

becomes more I/O-intensive something that might
prevent very good scaling properties.
2.2 Previous Large-Scale analyses of a generic wing
on AFRL/SGI systems
1

Figure 2 Sketch of steps in multi-level solver when
analyzing a fuselage part with 1M finite elements
The STRIPE solver uses mixed OpenMP and MPI
software where OpenMP is used in each MPI-process.
On distributed memory machines, one MPI process is
typically allocated to one computational node. The main
reason for using mixed MPI/OpenMP is that each MPI
process must have access to sufficient memory. As
mentioned, the load balancing algorithm, which governs
the subdivision into domains, is based on the criterion
that each MPI process shall perform roughly the same
number of floating point operations. Initially each MPI
process, computational node, works completely
independent of the other nodes and analyzes a number of
levels, starting from the lowest level (Figure 2). The
number of levels to be analyzed by one MPI process is
selected from the criterion that the computational work,
measured in floating point operations in the different
MPI-processes shall be equal.
Practical experience shows that for large structures like
the C-130 CWB it is optimal if the different MPI
processes compute completely independent of one
another during the 5-8 lowest levels. For the 0.3 GDOF
run exemplified in Figure 2, the levels 1-6 are first
analyzed independently of each other in the 64 nodes on
DaVinci in case of 2048 CPu-run.
When good load balancing can no longer be achieved by
using completely isolated branches i.e. using one branch
per MPI process, the solver shifts mode and assigns
several MPI processes to calculate the domain stiffness
(4) and right hand sides (5) for each domain.
Each analysis level has the optimization task to find to
the optimum distribution of parallel jobs, i.e. the
selection of domain sizes, their distribution and the
number of MPI-processes to assign to each parallel job.
Since the individual MPI-processes can not share a
common memory this part of the solution scheme

Table 1 summarizes previous results from a generic
wing analysis where skin, rivets, frames and stiffeners
were all modelled in great detail as 3-dimensional
objects. The mesh used has 13.3 million hexahedral
elements. The 192/256 processor jobs were analysed on
the large SGI-system Hawk which makes the execution
times vary a lot due to other running jobs doing I/O.
p-level Host
2
3
4

Puma
Eagle
Hawk
Eagle
Hawk
Puma
Hawk

MDoF
243
418
742

Processors
48
64
256
64
256
64
192

Wall time
(h)
43
30
28
55
60
288
252

Puma → SGI Altix 4700 BX2, 78 CPU, 624 GB memory, 100 TB disk at
USAFA
Eagle → SGI Altix 3700, 2048 CPU, 2 TB memory, 100 TB disk at AFRL
Hawk → SGI Altix 4700, 9000 CPU, 40 TB memory, 300 TB disk at AFRL

Table 1. Analysis of the generic wing on SGI/Altix 4700
systems during 2008
The long execution times in Table 1 are due to the huge
computational work needed for these large problems. In
order to get reasonable execution times a hardware
system with many more processors and higher I/Ocapacity has to be used since the times reported in Table
1 are prohibitively long from a practical point of view.
On distributed memory computers like the
NAVO/Babbage and DaVinci systems very large
problems could not be solved with the STRIPE version
available 2007 due to the limited memory per
computational node, i.e. 25 GB/node and 54 GB/node
respectively. The memory requirement in STRIPE is in
most cases, if extensive I/O is to be avoided determined
by the size of the largest domains assembled on the top
level. Since the domain subdivision described in ref. 1 is
based only on a bottom-up approach, the memory needed
on top-level might be rather non-optimal (i.e.
unnecessarily large) although the load balancing in itself
is rather optimal.
2.3 A new domain division strategy
As a preparation for the CAP-I 2008, the domain
division strategy was significantly revised in order to
solve much larger problems. A top-down approach

combined with a bottom-up approach for the domain
division was implemented. In a first step in this
algorithm (top-down) the global domain is divided into a
small number, 4-16 of large domains where the division
is made with respect to available memory per
computational node. The division into the predefined
number of large domains is hence a complex topology
optimization and load balancing problem. The earlier
available bottom-up domain division technique is used
for subsequent mesh subdivision of the 4-16 global
domains found after optimization.
The two main advantages from this approach are that the
total memory requirement and the number of floating
point operations decreases. For the shell structures
studied here the saving in number of operations was
found to be of the order a factor 2-3.
Table 2 summarize some results obtained using the new
domain decomposition algorithm on the AFRL/Hawk
system. A comparison with results in table 1 shows that
much larger problems can be solved in considerably
shorter time. The Hawk computations were performed on
a single node. As reported in ref. 1 the use of crosspartitions computations on Hawk have meet prohibitive
difficulties. The wall times shown in Table 2 are still far
too long for practical applications as nonlinear stability
analysis for example.
plevel
6
7

Host
Hawk
Hawk

MDoF
937
1381

Processors
288
288

Walltime (h)
79
152

Table 2 Results from GDoF runs on the AFRL/Hawk
system obtained with the new domain-decomposition
algorithm in STRIPE
2.4 Results from CAP-I on DaVinci 2008
During the CAP-I period the maximum wall time for a
single job was initially set to 4 hours. This limit was later
increased to 8 hours during the CAP-period. Hence
GDOF-problems could not be solved with STRIPE
during CAP-I on DaVinci so a smaller benchmark
example than the C-130 CWB was singled out for the
major CAP-I tests. Hence, the stiffened shell shown in
Figure 2 was used for this purpose. This mesh consists of
0.98 million HEX finite elements, 1300 rivets are
modeled as 3D objects and the loading is internal
pressure.
Table 3 summarize results from the small shell analysis
(Fig 2) on the Babbage and DaVinci systems (during
CAP-I). Data in the Table shows that 0.3-0.4 GDOF

problems can be solved in 2 to 5 hours wall time on the
DaVinci system when 2k processors are used and that
quite good scaling is obtained when increasing the
number of processors from 1k to 2k.
P
Host
MDoF
CPu’s
Wall(h)
5
86
1024
1.5
Babbage
6
-“133
1024
4.6
7
196
1024
1.9
DaVinci
8
-“1024
3.8
278
-“-“-“2048
2.3
-“-“-“3072
1.9
9
-“1024
7.5
383
-“-“-“2048
4.4
-“-“-“3072
3.6
Table 3 Results from analysis of the small shell problem
on the NAVO/Babbage and NAVO/DaVinci systems.
After optimizing the solver performance on the DaVinci
system, a few runs were made on a larger mesh, i.e. half
the generic wing box. This mesh consists of 6.7 million
finite elements of HEX type. Table 4 summarizes results
obtained. Scaling data between 1k and 2k processors are
less good than for the smaller shell problem (Table 3). In
section 3 a new finite element approach is suggested
which increases scalability and solution accuracy to a
very minor increase in wall-time. Table 4 also shows that
the solution times are short compared to previous
execution times on the AFRL/Hawk system (Tables 1
and 2) for problems of this size. The main observation,
however is that nonlinear structural analysis of problems
of GDOF-size is now for the first time feasible on
systems like DaVinci.
P
Host
MDoF
CPu’s
Wall(h)
4
371
1024
2.3
DaVinci
5
-“607
1024
3.7
5
-“-“2048
3.0
Table 4 Results from analysis of generic wing box on the
NAVO/DaVinci system.
We will now elaborate further on the CAP-I results
shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. Performance
measures to be used are, except from wall-times needed
to solve GDoF-problems:
•

Average computational speed in TFLOPs
measured as number of operations divided by
wall time.

•
•

Average computational speed in TFLOPs
measured as number of operations during (wall
time – IO wait time).
Average IO speed measured as total amount of
data read and written to disk divided by wall
time

The time critical computations during equation solution
are all matrix operations (in order to get maximum
performance). Hence, the total number of operations in
different phases of the equation solution can be
calculated accurately. The time waiting for data from
disk (I/O), i.e. the sum of wall times from the moment a
request "get" or "put" is issued until data is available
and computations can proceed can also be measured .

processor jobs, i.e. ranks are waiting, on average less
than 10% due to poor load balancing between ranks.
Figure 7 shows that for the 3072 processor job, the load
balancing is rather poor on levels 1-7 despite the fact that
all 96 ranks has the same, within a few %, number of
floating point operations to perform. Work is currently
going on with rewriting the STRIPE code to decrease
this computational bottleneck.

Table 5 summarizes some performance figures. The
Table shows that during 2-7 hours computations, the
average TFLOP-speed is greater than 2 and the average
IO-speed is greater than 2 GB/s. Results from the TAUinstrumented 1024p runs shows that DAVINCI reaches
over 10 GB/s during read and write operations.
MDoF

CPu’s

TFLOPs
(Wall-time)

TFLOPs
(Wall-IO)

IO GB/s
Wall Time

278
1024
1.1
1.3
1.6
278
2048
2.1
2.5
2.9
278
2560
2.0
2.8
3.1
383
1024
1.2
1.4
1.4
383
2048
2.2
2.6
2.6
383
3072
2.7
3.7
3.4
Table 5 Some scaling results for DAVINCI jobs on the
small shell problem
Figures 3 to 7 show graphically wall times for each rank
and level respectively. The wall-times for levels 1-7 are
summarized in the lowest (vertical) column. Columns for
levels 8-9-Top are stapled on top of the first columns.
The horizontal lines are time barriers between levels.
Red color is the total time by rank reading/writing data
from disk. IO is about 10% on average for 1024p jobs on
levels 1-7 and much smaller on levels 8-9-Top. With
increasing number of processors the (red) IO part
increases since the amount of IO needed is roughly
constant (i.e. independent on number of processors) and
the wall time for computation decreases.
The white space above the columns are idle (lost) time
when ranks wait for the last rank to finish, before going
to next level (8, 9 or Top). The overall ratio
(white area)/(red+blue+white areas) < 0.10 for the 1024

Figure 3: 32 computational nodes, 1024 processors, 278
MDoF for the shell problem and p=8

Fig 5: 32 computational nodes, 1024 processors, 383
MDoF for the shell problem p=9

Fig 4: 64 computational nodes, 2048 processors, 278
MDoF for the shell problem and p=8
Fig 6: 64 computational nodes, 2048 processors, 383
MDoF for the small shell problem and p=9

Brick Q
Brick Q’
Wedge Q
Wedge Q’
Simplex

8
8
6
6
4

Type

ηi

Brick Q
Brick Q’
Wedge Q
Wedge Q’
Simplex

Table 6 Number of vertex nv , edge ne , face n f , and
internal ni basis function for p-type finite elements
available
The number of nodes in a Q’-type brick element is for
example 20, 50, 105, and 192 for polynomial orders p=
2, 4, 6 and 8, respectively. Q-type elements generally
show better approximation properties and scalability than
Q’-type elements. The Q-type elements though have one
big advantage compared to the Q’-type elements, the
great number of internal basis functions ni . We will in

Fig 7: 96 computational nodes, 3072 processors, 383
MDoF for small shell problem and p=9

3 A FE-methodology for significantly
increased solution accuracy and scalability
to a minor increase in wall-time
The results presented above clearly shows that the
extensive I/O-activities prevents effective scaling beyond
2k processors. However, the p-version of the finite
element method used opens up a possibility to increase
the solution accuracy significantly and hence the quality
of the solution without adding any extra I/O, memory
and disk requirements whatsoever. We describe such an
approach and exemplify its efficiency on a stiffened shell
problem.
Consider the finite element formulation for the solid
type, brick and wedge type of elements used in the
analysis. For each of the three element types considered,
a local coordinate system (ξ,η,ζ) may be assigned and
topological entities as corners, edges and faces defined.
The corresponding element basis functions are denoted
corner, edge, face and internal basis functions,
respectively. Table 6 shows the number of basis
functions as function of the polynomial order p used.
Type

ηv

ηe

ηf

the present paper adopt a hybrid approach consisting of
the standard Q’-formulation augmented only with the
internal basis functions not already available in the Q’formulation. Since each of these additional basis
functions are internal to the element they can be
eliminated promptly on the lowest level (finite element
level) in the equation solution process.
The number of additional basis functions, per finite
element in the hybrid formulation mentioned hence is,
see Table 6, for p>2,
( p − 1) 3 − ( p − 3)( p − 4)( p − 5) / 6

The efficiency of the suggested hybrid approach is
smaller for thin shell problems than for more threedimensional problems. The advantage of the hybrid
approach on actual problems is here exemplified on the
small shell problem (Fig 2). Table 7 shows calculated
energy norm as function of p obtained when using the
Q’- and the hybrid formulations, respectively.
Scott, please, can you modify table format for the first
row in the table?
Q’-for- mulation
Hybr- idformul.
P
Energy
MDoF
Energy
MDof
30
1213512.3
53 1214712.1
3
53
1216836.2
130 1218933.1
4
86
1218446.9
269 1219551.2
5
133
1219414.5
491 Computing
6
196
1220075.3
814 Computing
7
278
1220513.8
1105 Computing
8

9
383
1220827.4
1848
Table 7 Calculated energies with Q’- and hybrid
elements formulations for the small shell problem
Results in Table 7 show that the hybrid formulation
solution of order p gives a better solution than a Q’formulation solution of order p+1 for this test example.
For meshes where much larger finite elements are used
(like the CWB box), or, more complex stress states (than
internal pressure, say torsion-buckling), or, more threedimensional stress states (thick sections in the CWB) the
saving with the hybrid formulation is generally much
larger.
Note that despite the very fast increase in degrees of
freedom with increasing polynomial order of p the
computational costs for the extra degrees of freedom are
very small (< 15%) compared to the overall cost
measured in wall-time.
Table 8 summarizes results from an analysis of half the
generic CWB where the hybrid element formulation has
been used.
p
Host
MDoF
CPu’s
Wall(h)
4
913
1024
2.3+0.3??
DaVinci
5
-“1892
1024
3.7+0.5??
Table 8 Results from analysis of generic wing box on the
NAVO/DaVinci system. The new hybrid element
approach was used.

4. Summary
The focus of the present paper is the development of a
fast computational method for analysis of earlier
intractable problems related to reliable fatigue and
residual strength analysis of bolted-riveted-bonded
metallic structures like the central wing box in the C-130
aircraft.
Execution times (wall time) for the largest problems
solvable on BABBAGE were found to be up to eight
times shorter on DAVINCI for cases where 1k
processors were used. Scalability results with STRIPE on
DaVinci were generally very good for jobs using up to
2k processors but practically disappeared for > 2k
processors. The average TFLOP-speed, based on wall
time, was 2-3 and the average IO-speed is 2-4 GB/s
during 4-7 hour executions on 0.2-0.4 GDOF problems
during CAP-I. This new capability, i.e. shorter wall
times and increased size of the problem that can be
solved is due to a STRIPE code rewrite, a new FEMapproach and most importantly, due to the superior CPuand IO-performance of the DaVinci system.

To this end the results from the 2008 CAP-I on DaVinci
shows that the full multi-scale system (Figure 1) can
execute very efficiently on the DAVINCI system. A full
multi-scale analysis will show good scalability on up to
2k processors.
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